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ABSTRACT 

The auditory cortical system, like the visual cortical system, is thought to be organized into a dual-stream 

architecture consisting of an anterior ventral and a posterior dorsal stream. Under this framework, the 

anterior ventral stream (also known as the “what” pathway) is specialized for recognizing auditory 

“objects,” such as spoken words. Despite growing evidence that the anterior ventral stream is organized 

along a simple-to-complex hierarchy, it is still controversial whether a putative auditory lexicon for words 

exists and, if so, where it is located. Using an fMRI rapid adaptation experiment, inspired by prior work on 

visual word recognition, we found evidence that neuronal populations in the left anterior superior temporal 

gyrus (aSTG) are tightly tuned to individual auditory real words (RWs). In contrast, we found evidence 

that novel untrained auditory pseudowords (UTPWs) weakly engaged more broadly tuned neurons in this 

region. This is consistent with a two-stage model of category learning which predicts that auditory lexical 

representations develop in high-level sensory cortices through experience-dependent refinement of 

neuronal tuning. Also consistent with this model, we found that neuronal populations in the inferior frontal 

gyrus (the second stage) are also tuned to individual RWs. To directly test this hypothesis, we performed 

another experiment in which subjects were trained to recognize previously novel pseudowords (UTPWs). 

We then compared the selectivity of the aSTG to these pseudowords before and after training. This 

revealed that neuronal populations in this region were now tightly tuned to trained pseudowords (TPWs) 

but not UTPWs. In addition, we found evidence that neuronal populations in the left pre-motor cortex are 

tuned to individual RWs. This raises the possibility that an auditory speech production lexicon may also 

develop in the auditory dorsal stream. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction 

Spoken language, which includes speech comprehension and speech production, is a uniquely human 

skill and is the primary way in which most people communicate with each other. Although most of us take 

it for granted, speech comprehension is a complex task that involves mapping an acoustic input to 

meaning. Building on his seminal work on aphasia, in 1874, Carl Wernicke proposed that this 

comprehension process is mediated by a “Wortschatz” or “treasury of words” found in the superior 

temporal lobe (Wernicke, 1974). In modern parlance, this “Wortschatz” corresponds to an auditory lexicon 

(an index of words) that acts as the highest level of an auditory speech processing hierarchy and links to 

both semantic and articulatory information in the brain. Importantly, neural representations in this auditory 

lexicon must solve the dual computational problems of specificity and invariance. This means that the 

representations must be specific enough that the listener can differentiate similar sounding words (e.g. 

/kæt/ and /bæt/) but invariant enough that the listener can recognize the same word even when it is heard 

in acoustically variable contexts (e.g., speaker rate, pitch, volume, etc.). These computational problems 

and potential solutions have long been considered in the visual system (Afraz et al., 2014; DiCarlo et al., 

2012; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2002). Visual object recognition studies have proposed that the visual 

system uses relatively simple computations to build increasingly specific and invariant neural 

representations along a simple-to-complex hierarchy (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999, 2000). Consistent 

with this framework, our lab and others have provided evidence (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015; Hirshorn et al., 

2016; Woolnough et al., 2020) for a written word (orthographic) lexicon in high-level visual cortex. 

Although a similar simple-to-complex hierarchy has been proposed in both cognitive and neural models of 

speech recognition (McClelland and Elman, 1986; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009), the existence of an 

auditory lexicon has not been established. Furthermore, certain models of speech recognition explicitly 

repudiate the idea of an auditory lexicon (Plaut and Kello, 1999). Investigating the existence of an 

auditory lexicon in the brain will contribute important insight into both the architecture of the auditory 

system as well as the types of representations required for specific and invariant speech comprehension. 

This knowledge is significant to basic scientific efforts focused on cognitive and neural models of speech 
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recognition, as well as clinical efforts focused on rehabilitating speech comprehension after stroke in 

adulthood, which commonly results in chronic language impairments (aphasia). 

In this introductory chapter I will first review cognitive models of spoken word recognition and discuss 

divergent predictions about the existence of an auditory lexicon. I will then discuss evidence from pure 

word form deafness for more direct evidence of an auditory lexicon. Next, I will review evidence for the 

dual stream model of the auditory system before discussing the two major variants and their divergent 

predictions about the cortical locus of auditory lexical representations. Finally, I will review the technique 

that we use to examine the neural representation of the auditory word forms. 

Evidence for an Auditory Lexicon 

Cognitive Models of Spoken Word Recognition  

Cognitive models of speech perception, first developed in the 1900s, grew out of the field of experimental 

psychology to explain human behavior during speech recognition tasks (Magnuson et al., 2013). Although 

these tasks involve many different representations, these cognitive models make simplifying assumptions 

about which ones are involved. For example, in the original Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson and Welsh, 

1978) the speech signal is represented as phonemes and whole words but does not include any semantic 

(conceptual) or syntactic (grammatical) information. As a result, there is an important debate about which 

representations are truly needed for spoken word recognition. 

In particular, the existence of lexical (whole word) representations is hotly contested (Coltheart, 2004; 

Plaut et al., 1996; Woollams et al., 2007, 2010). Models such as the Logogen, Cohort, and TRACE 

(Marslen-Wilson and Welsh, 1978; McClelland and Elman, 1986; Morton, 1969), explicitly specify lexical 

model units that comprise an auditory lexicon. These lexical model units can then engage concept 

information at a later often unspecified stage. These model units are appealing because they simplify the 

interpretation of unit activity and make it straightforward to account for the effect of psycholinguistic 

variables (e.g., adjust activation thresholds). The “lexical unit” style of representation is analogous to 

localist views (Bowers, 2017) of the brain, where a single neuron or a small population of neurons 

selectively represent a single entity (e.g., a spoken word). In contrast, distributed connectionist models 

attempt to side-step this issue of representation by instead focusing on the connections between units 

(Plaut and Kello, 1999; Woollams, 2015). These models specify the representations of units in input and 
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output layers, and the representations of hidden units in-between these layers are learned through 

training. In Plaut and Kello’s (Plaut and Kello, 1999) model of speech processing, acoustic, articulatory, 

and semantic representations, are pre-specified, and a word is considered correctly identified if it 

produces the appropriate semantic representation. These models serve as a proof-of-principle that an 

explicit instantiation of an auditory lexicon may not be necessary to comprehend speech. 

The auditory Lexical Decision Task (LDT) is useful for adjudicating between localist and distributed 

connectionist models. In this task, subjects must decide if a spoken word is a real word or not. In localist 

models, the lexical status of a word is determined by whether or not a lexical unit reaches a certain level 

of activation in a certain amount of time. Alternatively, distributed connectionist models use the pattern of 

activation among semantic units to determine the lexical status of a word (Plaut et al., 1996).  Thus, 

localist and distributed connectionist models make clearly divergent predictions about the role of 

semantics for performing the auditory LDT. Evidence that the auditory LDT can be performed despite 

impaired semantic information would support the idea of an auditory lexicon and localist models. 

Conversely, evidence that performance on the auditory LDT depends on intact semantic representations 

would challenge the idea of an auditory lexicon and support distributed connectionist models.  

Pure Word Deafness 

Neuropsychological studies of aphasia, and pure word deafness in particular, are important for 

establishing the existence or absence of an auditory lexicon as predicted by different cognitive models of 

speech recognition. Pure word deafness is a rare condition, usually caused by bilateral lesions to the 

temporal lobes, in which subjects can comprehend environmental sounds (e.g. a dog’s bark) but not 

spoken words (e.g. /dɔg/). The three major subtypes of this syndrome are word-sound, word-form, and 

word-meaning deafness. In word-sound deafness, the impairment is thought to occur at the sub-lexical 

level and is characterized by a failure to distinguish words that differ by a single phoneme. In word-form 

deafness, the impairment is thought to occur at a post-phonemic level and is characterized by an 

impairment on an auditory LDT. Finally, in word-meaning deafness the impairment is thought to occur at 

the semantic level and is characterized by unimpaired auditory LDT performance and impaired access to 

semantic information. Although cases of word-meaning deafness are rare, there are several documented 

cases over the past few decades (Bormann and Weiller, 2012; Bramwell, 1897; Franklin et al., 1994, 
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1996; Kohn and Friedman, 1986). In one early example, Franklin et al. (1996) showed that patient Dr. O 

was markedly more impaired on a word-to-picture matching task for abstract auditory (21/30) than written 

words (28/30). Similarly, Dr. O got 130/160 (normal range: 155-160) trials correct on an auditory synonym 

judgement task, but 159/160 on the written version. In spite of this, he was unimpaired on a CVC 

phoneme discrimination task using both words (40/40) and non-words (38/40; normal range: 36-40) as 

well as an auditory lexical decision task (151/160; normal range: 147-160). This suggests a dissociable 

impairment at the post-lexical level. More recently, Bormann and Weiller (2012) provide strong evidence 

that word-meaning deafness can occur for concrete words as well. Furthermore, this study represents a 

methodological advance by using the same words in both lexical decision and comprehension tasks. 

Here they showed that patient BB had intact performance on an auditory lexical decision task (76/80 real 

words; 77/80 non-words) but was significantly impaired (20/80) on defining the same set of 80 real words. 

Localist models can easily accommodate the different subtypes of pure word deafness through functional 

lesions of either sub-lexical, lexical, or semantic units (Coltheart, 2004). In contrast, distributed 

connectionist models have a difficult time accounting for these findings, especially in word-meaning 

deafness, since auditory LDT performance is predicated on intact semantic representations. Therefore, 

evidence from pure word deafness suggests that an auditory lexicon may be a cognitive and neural 

reality. However, this still does not specify where such a lexicon may exist in the brain. Studies examining 

pure-word deafness have reported conflicting evidence about whether it is caused by anterior/posterior 

temporal as well as unilateral/bilateral lesions (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2013). To answer this question, 

it useful to first understand the architecture of the human auditory system. 

Neural Pathways for Auditory Processing 

Speech recognition in the brain can be understood, to a first approximation, through the general lens of 

auditory processing. Much of what we know about the functional and structural pathways of auditory 

processing in the brain comes from nonhuman primate studies. Here we will briefly review evidence for 

dual processing streams in nonhuman primates. Then we will describe the two major dual stream models 

of auditory processing in the human brain. Finally, we will discuss their divergent predictions about the 

locus of lexical representations in the brain.  
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Auditory Processing Pathways in the Nonhuman Primate Brain 

The superior temporal cortex is the major target of subcortical auditory processing pathways and is 

integral to speech processing in the brain. Nonhuman primate studies have greatly expanded our 

understanding of the pathways and computations used by this region to process sound. These studies 

reveal two major anatomical axes of organization extending from primary auditory cortex: a medial-to-

lateral and a rostral-to-caudal axis (Hackett, 2011). The three major subdivisions that make up a serial 

processing hierarchy along the medial-to-lateral axis are the core, belt and parabelt. Neurons along this 

hierarchy are increasingly selective for more complex auditory stimuli (Rauschecker et al., 1995). The 

second major organizational axis is the rostral-to-caudal axis (Jasmin et al., 2019; Rauschecker and Tian, 

2000). The segregation of rostral and caudal processing streams is supported by both anatomical and 

electrophysiological evidence. Anatomical tracer studies show that the majority of the inputs to higher 

level (i.e., belt and parabelt) rostral and caudal regions come from their corresponding lower level (i.e., 

core and belt) regions (Hackett, 2011; Kaas and Hackett, 2000). Furthermore, neurons in rostral and 

caudal areas preferentially project to ventral and dorsal prefrontal cortex (Plakke and Romanski, 2014; 

Romanski et al., 1999, 2005). Electrophysiology studies show that within the core, belt, and parabelt 

regions, the neurons in rostral areas have longer response latencies than caudal areas (Camalier et al., 

2012; Kajikawa et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2011). It has been proposed that the slow and fast response 

profiles of rostral and caudal areas are ideally suited to accomplishing different tasks (Jasmin et al., 2019; 

Rauschecker, 2011; Scott et al., 2011). For example, neurons in rostral auditory cortex have a longer 

temporal integration window, which is a useful feature for integrating temporally extended input into a 

coherent percept. Taken together, these two organizational axes predict a role for rostral belt and 

parabelt regions in auditory object recognition. An early study (Tian et al., 2001) validating this idea found 

that the rostral but not caudal belt was selective for the identity of conspecific vocal calls in nonhuman 

primates. In contrast, the caudal area showed selectivity for the spatial origin of the stimuli. Thus, there is 

strong evidence in nonhuman primates for the anatomical and functional dissociation between rostral 

(also called ventral) and caudal (dorsal) processing streams. 
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Auditory Dual Stream Models in the Human Brain  

A dual stream proposal (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000) for the human 

auditory system is grounded in nonhuman primate studies that show anatomically and functionally 

dissociable auditory processing streams. Under this framework, there is a dorsal stream specialized for 

computing sensorimotor transformations and a ventral stream specialized for mapping acoustic input to 

meaning. In terms of speech processing, the dorsal and ventral streams mediate speech production and 

speech comprehension respectively. Remarkably, this broad functional distinction between meaning and 

production pathways coincides with older theories of speech processing dating back to Carl Wernicke’s 

work on aphasia in the 1800s (Binder, 2017; Wernicke, 1974). However, these classical theories such as 

those by Geschwind (Geschwind, 1970, 1971) and their more modern counterparts propose a markedly 

different anatomical architecture for these functional pathways than those derived from studies in 

nonhuman primates.  

One model (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) initially based on early nonhuman primate (Rauschecker and 

Tian, 2000) and human neuroimaging studies (Binder et al., 2000; Davis and Johnsrude, 2003; Scott et 

al., 2000) proposes a posterior dorsal and an anterior ventral stream. In this model, the dorsal pathway 

extends posteriorly from primary auditory cortex in Heschl’s gyrus through the caudal lateral belt to the 

posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) before extending dorsally via the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) into 

dorsal and ventral premotor cortex (PMC) and ultimately into the inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis 

(IFGop). The ventral pathway extends anteriorly from Heschl’s gyrus through the anterior lateral belt to 

the anterior STG before terminating in the rostral part of the inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis (IFG) or 

the anterior temporal lobe (ATL). This model predicts that an “auditory word form area” (Cohen et al., 

2004; DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012), specialized for the recognition of spoken words, is located in the 

anterior STG. 

The major alternative model (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007), like classical models (Geschwind, 1970, 1971), 

of speech processing in the brain is primarily shaped by neuropsychological studies of language 

(Boatman, 2004; Boatman et al., 1995; Dronkers et al., 2004). In this model, the first processing stage 

extracts spectrotemporal information from the speech signal in the mid-STG before diverging into dorsal 

and ventral processing streams. The dorsal stream is thought to consist of a network of regions including 
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the sylvian-parieto-temporal fissure (SPT), PMC, and the IFG pars opercularis. Here the crucial site of 

sensorimotor transformation is the SPT. The ventral stream is proposed to be bilateral and extend 

ventrally and posteriorly with phonological and lexical representations in the mid/posterior STS and 

middle temporal gyrus (MTG) respectively. The posterior MTG is then thought to act as a lexicosemantic 

hub linking lexical representations with a distributed semantic network (Lau et al., 2008).  

Each model makes different predictions about the architecture of the auditory dual streams in humans 

and thus about the cortical locus of an auditory lexicon. The two major points of contention are about the 

lateralization and the anterior/posterior locus of an auditory lexicon. In the first model, speech processing 

is left lateralized, and the proposed location of an auditory lexicon is the anterolateral STG. In the second 

model, speech processing is bilaterally organized with a recognition lexicon in the posterior MTG. 

Furthermore, in this model the IFG is exclusively part of the dorsal stream. Given these clear and 

divergent predictions, establishing the location of an auditory lexicon has important implications for our 

understanding of the architecture of the auditory system. 

Auditory Object Recognition 

Despite a consensus on the neural architecture of the auditory ventral stream in nonhuman primates, its 

human analog is still vigorously debated. The organization of the human auditory ventral stream may be 

clarified by focusing on the computations required for speech recognition and how they map onto the 

anatomy. One goal of this pathway is to build “auditory object” representations that are invariant to 

identity preserving transformations (e.g., speaker rate, pitch, volume, etc.) so different acoustic input 

corresponding to the same percept can be mapped onto the same concept. 

Computational models of visual object recognition achieve these invariant responses through 

just two neural operations: (i) a “template-match” operation in which more complex features are 

created by combining simpler ones (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2000) and (ii) a max pooling 

operation to increase response invariance (for instance in complex cells pooling simple cells 

inputs to increase translation invariance). Analogous models in the auditory system have been 

proposed (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). One key difference is that auditory models, unlike 

visual models, incorporate a mechanism for tracking the temporal order of information, which is 
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crucial for discriminating words such as /ʃɑp/ from /pɑʃ/. In such models, units higher up in the 

processing hierarchy pool over units from lower levels across a temporally extended period of 

time (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1995; Fox et al., 2020; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). Thus, 

a marker of progressing along the auditory recognition hierarchy is the increase in the size of 

the temporal integration window (similar to visual receptive field size). Recent work using human 

electrophysiology provides strong evidence that portions of STG anterior to the anterolateral 

aspect of Heschl’s gyrus show slow temporal selectivity while regions posterior to it show fast 

temporal selectivity (Berezutskaya et al., 2020; Hamilton et al., 2018). Furthermore, there is an 

increase in the size of the temporal integration window progressing in the posterior-to-anterior 

direction from the anterolateral aspect of Heschl’s gyrus towards the temporal pole (Hullett et 

al., 2016). This is consistent with previously cited work in nonhuman primates and is consistent 

with the idea of an auditory lexicon in the aSTG. 

Adding words to the auditory lexicon is an example of auditory category learning. Models of visual 

category learning posit a two-stage model (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2000, 2002) that involves a 

perceptual learning stage in visual cortex in which neurons come to acquire sharper tuning for physical 

(e.g., visual shape) features of the trained stimuli (Freedman et al., 2003, 2006). These stimulus-selective 

neurons then provide input to neural circuits located in higher cortical areas such as prefrontal cortex or 

the ATL (Damera et al., 2020; Freedman et al., 2001; Malone et al., 2016; Roy et al., 2010). An appealing 

computational property of this hierarchical model is that the high-level perceptual representation in the 

sensory cortices can be recycled for other tasks involving the same stimuli, permitting transfer of learning 

to novel tasks (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2002). A similar notion has been put forward for the 

somatosensory (Malone et al., 2019) and auditory systems (Binder et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2018). This 

notion fits with the proposed architecture of an anterior ventral recognition stream that culminates in the 

IFG pars triangularis (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009).  

Lateralization of Speech Recognition 

Neural models of speech recognition also differ on the lateralization of speech processing. Classically, 

language processing and thus spoken word recognition is thought to be strongly left lateralized. Still, 
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several neuroimaging studies have found that intelligible speech engages bilateral STG and STS. It has 

been proposed that there is a dissociation between bilaterally organized auditory processing and left 

lateralized language-related processing. This is supported by a recent study (Overath et al., 2015) which 

show that “sound quilts” that preserve the temporal dynamics of speech are able to reliably engage the 

same bilateral STG/STS similar to spoken words. Although major models of lateralized speech 

processing propose functional asymmetries in terms of temporal or spectral processing (Albouy et al., 

2020; Boemio et al., 2005; Flinker et al., 2019; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Poeppel, 2003; Schönwiesner 

and Zatorre, 2009), human electrophysiology studies (Yi et al., 2019) have not found evidence of such an 

asymmetry. In fact, these studies (Hamilton et al., 2018; Hullett et al., 2016; Mesgarani et al., 2014; Tang 

et al., 2017) find evidence of phonetic feature encoding and the previously discussed anterior/posterior 

dissociation of temporal selectivity bilaterally. This suggests that auditory lexical representation may exist 

bilaterally in the aSTG.  

Probing Neuronal Selectivity using fMRI Rapid Adaptation 

Due to the limited spatial resolution of fMRI, relating BOLD-contrast signal change in a voxel to neuronal 

selectivity is complicated by the fact that it reflects the average activation of a large population of neurons 

with mixed selectivity. Thus, a large signal change can either arise from a small number of strongly 

activated units, or a large number of unspecific neurons with low activity. Previous studies (Gotts et al., 

2012; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Krekelberg et al., 2006) have proposed that a technique known as fMRI 

rapid adaptation (fMRI-RA) paradigms can selectively probe neuronal selectivity at the sub-voxel level. 

The fMRI-RA approach is motivated by findings from IT monkey electrophysiology which found that when 

pairs of stimuli were presented sequentially, the neural response to the second stimulus was suppressed 

relative to presentation as the first stimulus (Lueschow et al., 1994; Miller et al., 1993). In particular, the 

degree of adaptation has been suggested to depend on the degree of similarity between the two stimuli, 

with repetitions of the same stimulus causing the greatest amount of suppression. The BOLD contrast 

response to a pair of stimuli presented in rapid (Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Murray and Wojciulik, 2004) 

succession is measured for pairs differing in certain aspects (e.g., viewpoint or shape), and the combined 

response level is taken to correlate with dissimilarity of stimulus representation at the neural level. Recent 

findings from our lab (Chevillet et al., 2013; Glezer et al., 2009, 2015, 2016, 2019; Jiang et al., 2006, 
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2007; Riesenhuber and Glezer, 2016)and others (Gilaie-Dotan and Malach, 2007) show that this 

technique can be used to finely probe neuronal tuning at a level beyond what is possible by comparing 

the BOLD contrast level response to individually presented stimuli. In this project, we used an fMRI-RA 

paradigm to examine neuronal tuning and the nature of representations in the auditory ventral stream by 

altering the auditory word form and lexicality to examine the effect of similarity on the BOLD response.  

Investigational Overview 

In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I will use fMRI-RA to investigate the neuronal selectivity of key regions 

involved in speech processing, identified through an auditory localizer, for auditory real words and 

pseudowords. Specifically, I will test if auditory lexical representations exist in the anterior STG as 

predicted by certain models of spoken word recognition and a two-stage model of perceptual 

categorization. Furthermore, I will test if lexical representations exist in the auditory dorsal stream as well. 

In Chapter 3, I will explicitly test if lexical representations in the aSTG arise due to experience dependent 

refinement of neuronal tuning by training subjects to recognize pseudowords and comparing the 

selectivity for these pseudowords before and after training. Finally, Chapter 4 will conclude with a general 

discussion of the results.   
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CHAPTER 2: EVIDENCE FOR AN AUDITORY WORD FORM AREA TUNED TO WHOLE SPOKEN 

WORDS 

Introduction 

Classical neuroanatomical models of speech processing (Geschwind, 1970; Lichteim, 1885; Wernicke, 

1974) propose that a single set of “word sound images”, or auditory lexicon, is involved in both speech 

recognition and production pathways. However, several decades of lesion, electrophysiology, and 

neuroimaging evidence support separate pathways for speech recognition and production (Hickok and 

Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). This has led to dual stream models of the auditory 

system, analogous to those proposed in the visual system, in which an auditory ventral stream mediates 

speech recognition, and an auditory dorsal stream mediates speech production. This model raises the 

possibility of separate recognition and production lexica in the auditory ventral and dorsal stream 

respectively (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012; Gow, 2012; Levelt et al., 1999; Woollams, 2015). 

The auditory ventral stream, like the visual ventral stream (Kravitz et al., 2013), is thought to be organized 

along a simple-to-complex feature hierarchy (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). Visual object recognition 

studies, inspired by Hubel and Wiesel’s original “simple-to-complex” model of visual processing in cortex 

had shown that neuronal populations are selective for increasingly complex features along a posterior-to-

anterior gradient in the visual ventral stream. Electrophysiology studies (Rauschecker, 1998; 

Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Tian et al., 2001) in macaques and neuroimaging studies in humans 

(Evans et al., 2013; Jasmin et al., 2019; Kell et al., 2018; Overath et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2000; Specht, 

2013; Wessinger et al., 2001) have demonstrated a similar simple-to-complex feature hierarchy in the 

auditory cortex. This “simple-to-complex” model in the visual case led to the hypothesis that, for written 

language, neuronal populations in high-level visual ventral stream areas represent whole visual objects 

such as written words in a visual word (orthographic) lexicon. Previous functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) studies (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015) and, more recently, electrocorticographical (ECoG) 

studies (Hirshorn et al., 2016; Woolnough et al., 2020) have confirmed the existence of such a lexicon in 

a region of the posterior fusiform cortex known as the Visual Word Form Area (VWFA; (Dehaene and 

Cohen, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2005)).  In the auditory case, the aforementioned evidence for a simple-to-

complex hierarchy of neural features in speech recognition mirrors those proposed in cognitive models of 
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speech recognition (Magnuson et al., 2012; Woollams, 2015), many of which (but see (Gaskell and 

Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Plaut and Kello, 1999)) predict the existence of an auditory recognition lexicon. 

Yet, major dual stream models (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) differ on the 

architecture of the auditory ventral stream. Some have shown that it extends anteriorly along the left 

superior temporal gyrus (STG). This is supported by a recent meta-analysis (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 

2012) that predicts sub-lexical and lexical representations in the mid and anterior STG respectively. while 

others propose that it extends posteriorly to the bilateral posterior middle temporal gyrus (MTG; (Overath 

et al., 2015)). Thus, it is unclear if and where in the auditory ventral stream an auditory lexicon, an 

“auditory word form area” (Cohen et al., 2004) as it were, used for speech recognition may exist. 

The existence of auditory lexica in the auditory dorsal stream is even less well understood. The key 

proposed function of the auditory dorsal stream is to learn the mapping between acoustic input and the 

motor commands needed to produce it (Hickok, 2012; Rauschecker, 2011). These sensorimotor 

transformations computed by the dorsal stream are captured by an internal model framework derived 

from motor control theory (Kawato, 1999; Wolpert et al., 1995). In the context of speech production, the 

internal model is comprised of a forward model that maps a motor command to its expected auditory 

consequence (e.g., word one expects to hear) and an inverse model that maps the desired auditory 

consequence (e.g., word one wants to produce) to the correct motor command. Since Wernicke, it has 

been hypothesized that the sound-to-motor mapping captured by the inverse model is engaged even 

during passive speech perception (Wernicke, 1974). Consistent with this hypothesis, previous work 

(Chevillet et al., 2013; Evans and Davis, 2015; Lee et al., 2012; Myers et al., 2008) provides evidence 

that categorical syllable representations in the left premotor cortex and inferior frontal gyrus are engaged 

during speech perception. This raises the intriguing possibility that an auditory lexicon may be learned in 

the dorsal stream as part of the speech production system. However, it is unclear if the premotor cortex or 

other regions (Gow, 2012; Hickok et al., 2009) in the auditory dorsal stream contains an auditory lexicon 

used for speech production. 

Inferring neuronal selectivity based on the BOLD signal is complicated by the fact that both the density of 

selective neurons and the broadness of their tuning contribute to the average activity level in a voxel. In 

contrast, it has been suggested that fMRI rapid adaptation (fMRI-RA) techniques can probe neuronal 
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tuning more directly and selectively (for review, see (Grill-Spector et al., 2006)). Given two sequentially 

presented stimuli, the BOLD response to the pair is taken to reflect similarity of the neuronal activation 

patterns corresponding to the two individual stimuli. Therefore, the lowest response reflects activation of 

identical neuronal populations and maximum signal indicates activation of disjoint groups of neurons for 

the two stimuli (Jiang et al.,2006). In the current study we used fMRI-RA to test the existence of lexical 

representations in the auditory ventral and dorsal streams. Similar to our previous work, we performed 

two experiments in which we presented subjects with three conditions: “SAME”, “1PH”, and “DIFF” that 

correspond to rapid presentation of the same word twice, two words that differ by a single phoneme, and 

two words that share no phonemes respectively. In the first experiment we presented subjects with real 

words (RW) and in the second we presented novel untrained pseudowords (UTPW). In both experiments, 

we predicted the lowest signal for the “SAME” condition since we repeatedly activate the same neural 

populations, thereby causing maximum adaptation. Likewise, we predicted the least amount of adaptation 

for the “DIFF” condition because two stimuli that share no phonemes should activate a disjoint group of 

neurons. Finally, we predicted that the response to the “1PH” condition in a putative auditory lexicon 

would be different for RW and UTPWs. Specifically, if neurons are tightly tuned to whole real words then, 

as in the “DIFF” condition, two similar but non-identical real words should have minimal neural overlap 

and therefore no adaptation should occur. In contrast, if UTPWs weakly engage neurons broadly tuned to 

phonologically similar RWs then we should see a gradual increase in the BOLD response with increasing 

dissimilarity (from “SAME” to “1PH” to “DIFF”) in the PW pairs.  

Our results demonstrate that the localizer defined region in the aSTG showed high selectivity for whole 

RWs and broader tuning to phonologically legal UTPWs. These results are compatible with the notion that 

extensive auditory experience with RWs, but not unfamiliar UTPWs, results in experience-driven 

refinement of neuronal tuning. Furthermore, we find high selectivity for whole RWs in the inferior frontal 

gyrus pars triangularis (IFG) and premotor cortex (PMC). These findings are compatible with dual stream 

models which propose that the auditory ventral stream projects anteriorly along the STG before 

culminating in ventral prefrontal cortex where it interacts with the dorsal speech production pathway in a 

perception-production loop.  
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Materials and Methods 

Overall Procedure 

In this study participants completed two experiments. In Experiment 1, subjects completed an auditory 

localizer and real word (RW) rapid adaptation (RA) task in the scanner. The auditory localizer scan was 

used to identify regions of interest (ROIs) in the auditory ventral and dorsal streams including a candidate 

area for the AWFA. The RW RA scan was then used to examine the selectivity of neuronal populations to 

RWs in the identified ROIs. In Experiment 2, subjects completed an untrained pseudoword (UTPW) scan, 

which was used to investigate the selectivity of neuronal populations in the same ROIs for novel 

pseudowords.  

Participants 

We recruited a total of 22 right-handed healthy native English speakers in this study (ages 18-34, 12 

females). Georgetown University’s Institutional Review Board approved all experimental procedures, and 

written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before the experiment. 2 subjects were excluded 

from further analyses for performing 2 standard deviations below the average in-scanner performance 

(Fig. 1D). Furthermore, 2 subjects only completed Experiment 1 but not Experiment 2. In total, we 

analyzed 20 subjects for Experiment 1 and 18 of those 20 in Experiment 2.  

Stimuli Creation 

Real word stimuli, for Experiment 1, were chosen using the English Lexicon Project (Baayen et al., 1995). 

Analogous to our studies of the neural representation of written words (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015), three 

sets of fifty high-frequency (>50 per million), monosyllabic, RWs that are 3-5 phonemes in length were 

created. One set of words (target words) served as the reference for the other two lists. The second set 

was created by altering target words by a single phoneme to create another real word. The third set was 

created by selecting for each target word another real word that had the same number of but no 

overlapping phonemes. All three of these lists were matched on the number of phonemes, orthographic 

neighborhood, and phonological neighborhood. UTPW stimuli, for Experiment 2 were created in a similar 

fashion. All stimuli were recorded using a 44.1-kHz sampling rate in a sound-isolated booth by a female 

speaker of American English. 
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Auditory Localizer Scan 

An auditory localizer scan was used to independently identify auditory speech-selective areas. In this 

task, subjects were randomly presented with trials from one of five conditions: “real words”, 

“pseudowords”, “scrambled real words”, “scrambled pseudowords”, and “silence”. “Real words” and 

“pseudowords” were one syllable long, controlled for length, orthographic and phonologic neighborhood. 

Scrambled words and pseudowords were generated by randomly rearranging 200 ms by 1-octave tiles of 

the constant Q spectrogram (Brown, 1991) for each word and then reconstructing a time-domain 

waveform with an inverse transform (Ortiz-Rios et al., 2015). Each trial in the auditory localizer scan was 

9s long and began with 2.5s of silence followed by a ~1s stimulus presentation period and concluded with 

silence. During the stimulus presentation period, subjects heard four stimuli from a given condition and 

responded with a left-handed button press if any of the four stimuli was a repeat. In total, there were 145 

trials per run with 25 trials of each of the 5 conditions and 5 one-back trials for each of the four non-

silence conditions. An additional 18s of fixation were added to the start and end of each run. Subjects 

completed five runs of the task. 

Rapid Adaptation (RA) Scan 

The rapid adaptations scans were used to test for the existence of an auditory lexicon (Fig. 1A-C). In this 

task, subjects heard a pair of words (prime/target) on each trial. The words in each pair were either 

identical (SAME), differed by a single phoneme (1PH), or shared no phonemes at all (DIFF). These pairs 

were generated by using the three matched word lists described above. To engage subjects’ attention, 

we asked subjects to perform an oddball rime detection task in the scanner. To do so, we created an 

additional condition (oddball) in which a word or pseudoword containing the oddball rime /ɑks/ was 

presented in lieu of either the prime or target word. In both experiments, the number of repetitions of each 

word was counterbalanced across all conditions to control for long-lag priming effects (Henson et al., 

2000). Trial order and timing was adjusted using M-sequences (Buracas and Boynton, 2002). Participants 

were asked to attentively listen to all stimuli and respond with a left-handed button press when an oddball 

stimulus was heard. Each trial was 3.36s long and consisted of a 1.68s silent period followed by 1.68s 

stimulus presentation period during which the word pairs were presented. In total, there were 25 trials of 
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each condition (SAME, 1PH, DIFF, oddball, and silence) for a total of 125 trials per run. An additional 

10.08s of fixation was added to the start and end of each run.  Subjects completed 4 runs of the task. 

Data Acquisition 

MRI data were acquired at the Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging at Georgetown University on 

a 3.0 Tesla Siemens Prisma-fit scanner. We used whole-head echo-planar imaging sequences (flip angle 

= 70°, TE = 35 ms, FOV = 205mm, 102x102 matrix) with a 64-channel head coil. A slow (TR = 9000 ms, 

TA = 1680 ms) and fast (TR = 3360 ms, TA = 1680 ms) clustered acquisition paradigm was used for the 

auditory localizer and RA scans, respectively. 54 descending axial slices were acquired in descending 

order (thickness = 1.8 mm, 0.18 mm gap; in-plane resolution = 2.0x2.0 mm2). A T1-weighted MPRAGE 

image (resolution 1x1x1mm3) was also acquired for each subject. 

fMRI data preprocessing 

Image preprocessing was performed using a combination of SPM12 

(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/, AFNI, and Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 1999) routines. The 

first three volumes of each run were discarded to allow for T1 stabilization, and the remaining EPI images 

were spatially realigned in SPM12 to the mean BOLD reference image. No slice-time correction was done 

given the presence of temporal discontinuities between successive volumes in clustered acquisition 

paradigms (Perrachione and Ghosh, 2013). Next, boundary-based registration, using Freesurfer’s 

bbregister routine (Greve and Fischl, 2009), was used to co-register the T1-weighted anatomical image to 

the mean reference image generated from SPM’s realignment. For the RA scans, the BOLD time series 

were then scaled in a voxel-wise fashion to a mean value of 100. Finally, a first-level model containing 

regressors for each condition and the six motion parameters from realignment was fit in SPM12. In the 

auditory localizer scan, the regressors were: “Real Words”, “Pseudowords”, “Scrambled Speech”, “Button 

Press”, and “Silence”. The “Scrambled Speech” regressor was formed by combining onsets for 

“Scrambled Words” and “Scrambled Pseudowords”. In the RA scan, the regressors were: “SAME”, “1PH”, 

“DIFF”, “Button Press”, and “Silence”. 

Mapping Volumetric Data to the Surface 

Recent work (Coalson et al., 2018) has shown that volume-based normalization to a standard template 

brain (e.g., MNI152) suffers from worse inter-subject agreement than surface-based methods. 
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Furthermore, certain studies (Wilson et al., 2018) propose functional differences between the lateral 

STG/dorsal STS and the ventral STS which cannot be accurately teased out using volume-based 

methods. Therefore, we employed a surface-based approach in this study. Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 1999) 

was used to reconstruct cortical surface models including an outer pial and inner white-matter surface. 

These surfaces were then brought into the SUMA environment and fit to standardized meshes based on 

an icosahedron with 64 linear divisions using AFNI’s MapIcosehedron command (Oosterhof et al., 2011; 

Saad and Reynolds, 2011). This procedure yielded 81924 nodes for each participant’s whole-brain 

cortical surface. Each node on the standard meshes corresponds to the same location across subjects – 

thereby allowing node-wise group-level analysis. The Surfing Toolbox (Oosterhof et al., 2011) was then 

used to align each subject’s standard mesh with their native-space functional data. Functional data were 

then mapped to the surface by building a 6mm geodesic searchlight around each surface node and 

averaging the functional voxels captured in it.  

Defining the Auditory Word Form Area (AWFA) and other Regions of Interest 

The auditory word form area was determined at the group-level by using the auditory localizer scan. To 

do so, analogous to our studies of the visual word form area (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015, 2016, 2019) we 

first defined a Speech contrast as “Real Words + Pseudowords – Silence” and an Intelligibility contrast as 

“Real Words + Pseudowords – Scrambled words”. We then applied a voxel-wise threshold of p ≤  0.001 

(two-tailed) to the group-level Speech t-statistic map and masked this map by the group-level Intelligibility 

t-statistic map thresholded at p ≤  0.01 (two-tailed). This yielded several foci along the STG. Previous 

studies (Cohen et al., 2004; Evans et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2000) have reported several candidate foci in 

the anterior STG. Based on a meta-analysis (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012) exploring the focus of sub-

lexical and lexical representations we searched for an anterior focus closest to MNI: -59, -8, -9, the 

proposed area of auditory lexical representations. To do so, we progressively raised the threshold until 

we identified a region of ~ 10mm2 corresponding to a local peak in the anterior STG (MNI: -59, 2, -6). The 

above contrast also identified several other clusters in the auditory ventral and dorsal streams. Additional 

ROIs were generated by progressively raising the statistical threshold until a region of ~10mm2 

surrounding the peak node was generated for each cluster. Finally, the primary auditory cortex ROIs were 

defined by thresholding the t-map from a Sound-Silence contrast till ROIs of ~10mm2 were formed. 
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ROI Statistical Testing 

To test for lexical representations in a given ROI we conducted a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA with 

within-subject factors of condition (SAME, 1PH, DIFF) and lexicality (RW and PW) for the (n=18) subjects 

with both RW and PW scans. We applied a Greenhouse-Geisser correction to these results to correct for 

any differences in variance among the differences of all within subject factors. A significant interaction 

was then explored by repeating the 2-way ANOVA with only two levels of the condition factor (e.g., 1PH 

and SAME or DIFF and SAME) and the lexicality factor to determine which difference drove the 

interaction effect. Finally, in order to take advantage of the full dataset (n=20 RW and n=18 PW), we 

conducted planned paired t-tests between each pair of conditions within the RW and PW group. All p-

values reported from these t-tests are reported after Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons.  

Functional Connectivity  

Realigned native space functional data for subjects (n = 18) who completed both Experiments 1 and 2 

were submitted to the Conn functional connectivity toolbox (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012). 

Data were smoothed with a 6mm FWHM isotropic kernel and then normalized. These data were then 

denoised by regressing out noise estimates derived from the white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 

signals using a PCA-based approach following standard procedures (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-

Castanon, 2012). Furthermore, the main effect of stimulus presentation was regressed out as well. Low-

frequency noise was then removed using a high-pass filter (>0.008 Hz). The reverse of the previous 

volume-to-surface mapping was performed to create volumetric ROIs on the MNI152 brain. Specifically, 

for each ROI the unique set of voxels captured by the geodesic searchlights of the nodes in the ROI were 

aggregated to create the corresponding volumetric ROI. Seed-to-voxel analyses were then performed 

using these ROIs. A weighted GLM connectivity measure was used and included SAME, 1PH, and DIFF 

conditions. Significant clusters were then determined at the group-level by applying a voxel-wise 

threshold of p = 0.001 and a cluster p-value of p ≤ 0.05 FDR-corrected. Significant clusters were then 

mapped onto a standard surface for visualization.  
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Figure 1: Rapid adaptation experimental paradigms. (A) Shows the rapid clustered acquisition 

paradigm used for the RA scans. Each trial is 3.36s long and start with 1.68s of volume acquisition in 

which the subject hears scanner noise. In the following 1.68s period that is free of scanner noise, two 

spoken words are presented to the subject. The first word acts as a prime and the second word the 

target. (B and C) Shows the experimental paradigm for Experiment 1: Real Words (RW) and Experiment 

2: Pseudowords (PW) respectively. The prime is followed by a target word that is either the same word 

(SAME), a word that is 1 phoneme different (1PH), or a word that shares no phonemes (DIFF). 

Furthermore, subjects were presented with silence trials that served as an explicit baseline. During the 

task, subjects were asked to attend to all the words and respond when they heard the oddball stimulus 

(RW or PW containing the rime /ɑks/) in either the prime or target position. (D) Shows the in-scanner 

accuracy during either the RW scan or PW scan. Subjects (n=2) whose performance was 2 standard 

deviations below the mean (green dashed line) were removed from the study.   
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Results 

Auditory Localizer Identifies Bilateral Speech-Selective ROI in the Auditory Ventral and Dorsal Stream 

We first used the localizer scan to identify brain regions selective for auditory speech over lower-level 

auditory features. To do so, the Speech contrast (p≤0.001 two-tailed) was masked by the Intelligibility 

contrast (p≤0.01 two-tail) at the group-level with a minimum cluster extent of 10mm2. This revealed 

several clusters of activation in the superior temporal, frontal, and inferior temporal cortices (Table 1 and 

Fig. 2A). The statistical threshold was progressively raised to create several ROIs, each ~ 10mm2, in the 

auditory ventral and dorsal streams (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, bilateral primary auditory cortex (PAC) 

clusters were identified by thresholding the t-map from a Sound-Silence contrast till ROIs of ~10mm2 were 

formed (Table 1). Based on prior work (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012) , a candidate area in the left 

aSTG was selected as the putative location of the AWFA. 
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Figure 2: Auditory localizer scan-defined regions of interest in the auditory ventral and dorsal 

streams. (A) Shows the “Speech-Silence” contrast (p ≤ 0.001; two-tailed) masked by the Intelligibility 

contrast (p ≤ 0.01; two-tailed). Only clusters greater than 10mm2 are displayed. Colors reflect t-statistics. 

(B) Shows the final ROIs (red clusters in green circles) derived from the local peak coordinates of each of 

the clusters identified in (A) and left and right primary auditory cortex (PAC) cluster determined by a 

Sound-Silence contrast (Table 1). The central figure is adapted from a meta-analysis (DeWitt and 

Rauschecker, 2012) of neuroimaging studies focused on lexical and sub-lexical processing and shows 

the proposed locus of an auditory lexicon.  
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Table 1: Regions of interest (ROIs) in the auditory ventral and dorsal streams.  

 

Hemi 

 

Cluster Name 

 

Tmax 

Center of Mass Coordinates (MNI) 

x y z 

Left 

 

Primary Auditory Cortex (PAC) 16.78 -45 -23 10 

Anterior STG (aSTG) 12.26 -59 2 -6 

Posterior STG (pSTG) 12.15 -66 -23 5 

Sylvian Parietal Temporal Fissure (SPT) 9.01 -54 -45 22 

 Premotor Cortex (PMC) 7.47 -55 -7 43 

 Inferior Frontal Junction (IFJ) 5.67 -42 10 24 

 Ventral Motor Cortex (vMC) 5.59 -62 2 14 

 Posterior Fusiform (pFus) 4.08 -43 -48 -9 

Right Primary Auditory Cortex (PAC) 18.56 45 -19 8 

Posterior STG (pSTG) 18.27 60 -32 6 

Anterior STG (aSTG) 11.96 57 6 -8 
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Evidence for an Auditory Lexicon in the Left Anterior STG (aSTG) 

We first tested the hypothesis that auditory lexical representations could be found in the left aSTG as 

predicted by an anterior auditory ventral speech recognition stream (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012; 

Rauschecker and Scott, 2009). We ran a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA in order to investigate the 

relationship between lexicality (RW and UTPW) and condition (SAME, 1PH, and DIFF). Specifically, we 

predicted that an interaction effect between lexicality and condition would be driven by differences 

between 1PH and SAME or the DIFF and 1PH conditions between lexical groups. This 2-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 4.170; p = 

0.025) as well as a main effect of condition (F2,34 = 19.872; p <0.001), but no significant main effect of 

lexicality (F1,17 = 3.191; p = 0.092). Post-hoc analysis revealed that this interaction effect was driven by 

the difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (F1,17 = 9.772; p = 0.006), but not the DIFF and 

SAME conditions (F1,17 = 2.595; p = 0.126) or DIFF and 1PH conditions (F1,17 = 1.281; p = 0.273). 

Planned paired t-tests revealed an adaptation profile that was consistent with tight neural tuning for 

individual RWs (Fig. 3A). Specifically, for RWs there was a significant difference between the 1PH and 

SAME conditions (t(19) = 5.28; p < 0.001) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 5.15; p < 

0.001), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = 0.309; p = 0.760). For UTPWs there was a more 

graded release from adaptation consistent with weak engagement of broadly tuned neurons (Fig. 3B). 

Specifically, there was a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(17) = 2.55; p = 

0.041) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(17) = 3.45; p = 0.009), and a marginally significant 

difference between the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(17) = 2.05; p = 0.056). 

Next, we examined the adaptation profile in the right aSTG (Fig. 3C-D). A 2-way repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 4.685; p = 0.018) as 

well as main effects of condition (F2,34 = 11.382; p <0.001) and lexicality (F1,17 = 4.531; p = 0.048). Post-

hoc analysis revealed that this interaction effect was driven by the difference in response between the 

1PH and SAME conditions (F1,17 = 8.228; p = 0.011) and the DIFF and SAME conditions (F1,17 = 7.887; p 

= 0.012), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (F1,17 = 0.009; p = 0.925). Like in left aSTG, planned paired 

t-tests revealed an adaptation profile that was consistent with tight neural tuning for individual RWs (Fig. 

3C). Specifically, for RWs there was a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(19) 
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= 4.73; p < 0.001) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 4.16; p = 0.001), but not the DIFF 

and 1PH conditions (t(19) = 0.413; p = 0.684). However, unlike the left aSTG, for UTPWs there was no 

significant difference among any of the pairwise comparisons in the right aSTG (Fig. 3D): 1PH and SAME 

(t(17) = 1.72; p = 0.208), DIFF and SAME (t(17) = 2.26; p = 0.111), and DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = 0.639; p = 

0.531). 

As a control, we performed additional paired t-tests in the left and right primary auditory cortex (PAC). For 

RWs in the left PAC there was no significant difference among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and 

SAME (t(19) = 1.95; p = 0.197), DIFF and SAME (t(19) = 1.57; p = 0.266), and DIFF and 1PH (t(19) = 

0.876; p = 0.392). Similarly, for UTPWs in the left PAC there was no significant difference among any of 

the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(17) = 1.700; p = 0.214), DIFF and SAME (t(17) = -0.644; p = 

0.528), and DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = -1.970; p = 0.195). For RWs in the right PAC there was a significant 

difference between the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 2.970; p = 0.023), but not the 1PH and SAME 

conditions (t(19) = 2.000; p = 0.120) or the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = 0.231; p = 0.819). For 

UTPWs there was no significant difference among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME 

(t(17) = 0.939; p = 0.894), DIFF and SAME (t(17) = 0.437; p = 0.894), and DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = 1.070; p 

= 0.894). 
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Figure 3: Evidence for lexical representations in the left aSTG. (A-B) Adaptation profile in the left 

aSTG. (A) Shows the percent signal change for SAME, 1PH, and DIFF conditions for RWs and (B) shows 

the same for UTPWs. (C-D) Same as (A-B) but in the right aSTG. Semi-transparent lines connect percent 

signal changes across conditions in the same individual. Horizontal lines in the violin plots reflect the 

median percent signal change. Bonferroni-Holm corrected p-values are shown. Green and red colored 

text mark significant and non-significant differences respectively after multiple comparisons correction.  
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Posterior MTG (pMTG) Fails to Show Sensitivity to Auditory Word Form 

The Hickok and Poeppel (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) dual stream model predicts that the auditory ventral 

stream culminates in lexical or lexicosemantic representations in the pMTG rather than the aSTG (Fig. 

4A). To test this hypothesis, we examined the DIFF-SAME contrast (p ≤ 0.01 two-tailed uncorrected) at 

the whole brain level. This contrast should identify regions that are sensitive to auditory differences (sub-

lexical to lexical) in the word form. However, adaptation was limited to the STG (Fig. 4B) consistent with 

its role in auditory processing, and no evidence of adaptation and thus lexical representations was found 

in the pMTG. 

 

 

Figure 4: The STG but Not the pMTG shows sensitivity to auditory word form. Results for the DIFF-

SAME contrast (p < 0.01) shows engagement of the STG, but not pMTG.   
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Bilateral Mid/Posterior STG (pSTG) Discriminate Between Both Individual Real Words and Pseudowords 

We then tested the existence of lexical representations in the left and right pSTG (Fig. 2B, Table 1) as 

proposed by classical models of speech recognition (Geschwind, 1970, 1971).  A 2-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 4.340; p = 

0.022) as well as main effects of condition (F2,34 = 23.355; p <0.001) and lexicality (F1,17 = 6.628; p = 

0.020). Post-hoc analysis revealed that this interaction effect was driven by the difference in response 

between the DIFF and SAME conditions (F1,17 = 9.612; p = 0.006), but not the 1PH and SAME conditions 

(F1,17 = 3.774; p = 0.069) or the DIFF and 1PH conditions (F1,17 = 0.906; p = 0.354). For RWs (Fig. 5A), 

planned paired t-tests revealed a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(19) = 

4.64; p < 0.001) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 5.53; p < 0.001), but not the DIFF and 

1PH conditions (t(19) = 1.55; p = 0.137). For UTPWs (Fig. 5B), there was a significant difference between 

the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(17) = 4.00; p = 0.003) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(17) = 

3.31 p = 0.008), and no significant difference between the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(17) = 0.782; p = 

0.445). 

Next, we examined the adaptation profile in the right pSTG (Fig. 5C-D). A 2-way repeated measures 

ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of condition (F2,34 = 23.776; p <0.001), but no significant main 

effect of lexicality (F1,17 = 0.744; p = 0.400) or interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 1.189; p 

= 0.314). For RWs (Fig. 5C), planned paired t-tests revealed a significant difference between the 1PH and 

SAME conditions (t(19) = 5.03; p < 0.001) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 4.35; p < 

0.001), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = -0.178; p = 0.861). For UTPWs (Fig. 5D), there was 

a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(17) = 3.89; p = 0.002) as well as the 

DIFF and SAME conditions (t(17) = 4.59; p < 0.001), and no significant difference between the DIFF and 

1PH conditions (t(17) = -0.029; p = 0.977). 
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Figure 5: Bilateral pSTG shows selectivity for both individual RWs and UTPWs. (A-B) Adaptation 

profile in the left pSTG. (A) Shows the percent signal change for SAME, 1PH, and DIFF conditions for 

RWs and (B) shows the same for UTPWs. (C-D) Same as (A-B) but in the right pSTG. Semi-transparent 

lines connect percent signal changes across conditions in the same individual. Horizontal lines in the 

violin plots reflect the median percent signal change. Bonferroni-Holm corrected p-values are shown. 

Green and red colored text mark significant and non-significant differences respectively after multiple 

comparisons correction.   
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Evidence for Lexical Representations in the Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG) 

Given predictions made by dual stream models, we tested if the IFG Pars Triangularis, an auditory ventral 

stream area downstream of the aSTG, represented words in a categorical manner (Fig. 6). To do so, we 

performed the 2-way repeated measures ANOVA in the left IFG (Fig. 2B, Table 1) . This revealed 

significant main effects of condition (F2,34 = 9.178; p = 0.002) and lexicality (F1,17 = 15.076; p = 0.001), but 

no significant effect of interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 0.998; p = 0.377).  For RWs 

(Fig. 6A), planned paired t-tests revealed significant differences between the 1PH and SAME conditions 

(t(19) = 2.70; p = 0.028) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 3.41; p = 0.009), but not 

between the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = 0.567; p = 0.577) conditions. For UTPWs (Fig. 6B), there 

were no significant differences among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(17) = 1.35; p = 

0.386), DIFF and SAME (t(17) = 1.65; p = 0.354), and DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = 0.837; p = 0.414). 

 

 

Figure 6: IFG pars triangularis shows weak categorical selectivity for individual RWs but not 

UTPWs. (A-B) Adaptation profile in the left IFG. (A) Shows the percent signal change for SAME, 1PH, 

and DIFF conditions for RWs and (B) shows the same for UTPWs. Semi-transparent lines connect 

percent signal changes across conditions in the same individual. Horizontal lines in the violin plots reflect 

the median percent signal change. Bonferroni-Holm corrected p-values are shown. Green and red 

colored text mark significant and non-significant differences respectively after multiple comparisons 

correction.   
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Evidence for Lexical Representations in the Auditory Dorsal Stream 

In addition to a recognition lexicon in the auditory ventral stream, prior studies  (Dell et al., 1997; Gow, 

2012; Levelt et al., 1999) have predicted the existence of a production lexicon in the auditory dorsal 

stream. Thus, we tested if ROIs identified in the dorsal stream pathway showed a lexical adaptation 

profile (Fig. 7). First, we examined the adaptation profile in the PMC (Fig. 7 A-B). A 2-way repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 3.735; p = 

0.048) as well as main effects of condition (F2,34 = 9.149; p = 0.002) and lexicality (F1,17 = 6.764; p = 

0.019). Post-hoc analysis revealed that this interaction effect was driven by the difference between the 

1PH and SAME conditions (F1,17 = 4.656; p = 0.046) as well as between the DIFF and SAME conditions 

(F1,17 = 6.806; p = 0.018), but not between the DIFF and 1PH conditions (F1,17 = 0.568; p = 0.461). For 

RWs (Fig. 7A), planned paired t-tests revealed significant difference between the 1PH and SAME 

conditions (t(19) = 4.85; p < 0.001) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 3.70; p = 0.003) 

and the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = -2.79; p = 0.012). For UTPWs (Fig. 7B), there were no 

significant differences among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(17) = 1.01; p = 0.981) 

as well as DIFF and SAME (t(17) = 0.554; p = 1), and no significant difference for DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = -

0.495; p = 1). 

Then, we examined the adaptation profile in the SPT (Fig. 7 C-D). A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed significant main effects of condition (F2,34 = 5.068; p = 0.012) and lexicality (F1,17 = 9.708; p = 

0.006), but no significant effect of interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 1.465; p = 0.245). 

For RWs (Fig. 7C), planned paired t-tests revealed a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME 

conditions (t(19) = 2.91; p = 0.027), but not between the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 2.11; p = 

0.097) or the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = -1.52; p = 0.144). For UTPWs (Fig. 7D), there were no 

significant differences among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(17) = 1.43; p = 0.510), 

DIFF and SAME (t(17) = 0.378; p = 0.836), and DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = 0.830; p = 0.836). 

Finally, we examined the adaptation profile in the vMC (Fig. 7 E-F). A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed a significant main effect of condition (F2,34 = 6.496; p = 0.005), but no significant main effect of 

lexicality (F1,17 = 1.579; p = 0.226) or interaction between lexicality and condition (F2,34 = 1.254; p = 

0.297). For RWs (Fig. 7E), planned paired t-tests revealed significant differences between the 1PH and 
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SAME conditions (t(19) = 2.65; p = 0.032) as well as the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(19) = -4.18; p = 

0.002), but not between the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(19) = 0.525; p = 0.605). For UTPWs (Fig. 7F), 

there were no significant differences among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(17) = 

1.01; p = 0.436), DIFF and SAME (t(17) = -1.28; p = 0.436), and DIFF and 1PH (t(17) = -2.08; p = 0.159). 
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Figure 7: Evidence for a dorsal stream lexicon in the PMC. (A-B) Adaptation profile in the left PMC. 

(A) Shows the percent signal change for SAME, 1PH, and DIFF conditions for RWs and (B) shows the 

same for UTPWs. (C-D) Same as (A-B) but in the left SPT. (E-F) Same as (A-B) but in the left vMC. 
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Semi-transparent lines connect percent signal changes across conditions in the same individual. 

Horizontal lines in the violin plots reflect the median percent signal change. Bonferroni-Holm corrected p-

values are shown. Green and red colored text mark significant and non-significant differences 

respectively after multiple comparisons correction. 

Task-Based Functional Connectivity Reveals Stronger Coupling Between the Left aSTG and IFG When 

Listening to Real Words Versus Pseudowords 

According to the anterior proposal, the auditory ventral stream culminates in the IFG pars triangularis 

before interfacing with the auditory dorsal stream in IFG pars opercularis and dorsal PMC as part of a 

perception-production loop. Here we used task-based functional connectivity to test if RWs but not 

UTPWs preferentially engage this anterior pathway. To do so, we ran a seed-to-voxel connectivity 

analysis with the left aSTG ROI, the putative AWFA, as the seed for each of the 18 subjects who had 

both a RW and UTPW scan. A paired t-test between the resultant correlation maps showed that the left 

aSTG was more strongly coupled with the left IFG pars triangularis (voxel-wise p = 0.001; cluster-p  ≤ 

0.001, FDR corrected) and PMC (voxel-wise p = 0.001; cluster-p = 0.038, FDR corrected (Fig. 8). This 

result supports the idea that learned words may engage an anterior processing pathway to map between 

acoustic and articulatory representations. 

 

 

Figure 8: The left aSTG is more functionally coupled to the IFG and the PMC for RWs than UTPWs. 

Using the left aSTG ROI (Fig. 1; blue circle) as a seed revealed two clusters of significantly (voxel-wise p 

= 0.001, cluster-p ≤ 0.05, FDR corrected) different functionally-connectivity for RWs versus UTPWs. 1) in 

the left IFJ (center of mass at MNI: -40, -20, 24) and 2) the left PMC (MNI: -28, -4, 54).  
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Summary 

An auditory lexicon is proposed in neural (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009) 

and cognitive (McClelland and Elman, 1986) models of spoken word recognition. However, other models 

(Plaut and Kello, 1999; Woollams et al., 2007) claim that it is not needed. Still, studies of perceptual 

processing (Jiang et al., 2007, 2018; Logothetis et al., 1995; Tsunada et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2020) in the 

brain have shown that categorical representations can develop in high-level sensory cortices through 

experience dependent refinement of neuronal tuning – thereby predicting an auditory lexicon for high 

frequency spoken words. In the current study, we tested the existence of an auditory lexicon by using 

fMRI and a rapid adaptation paradigm that has been used to establish the existence of an orthographic 

lexicon (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015; Riesenhuber and Glezer, 2016). This methodology allows us to test 

whether consecutively presented words engage the same or distinct neural populations. In this manner, 

we show strong evidence that high frequency RWs engage distinct neural populations in the left aSTG. 

Furthermore, the adaptation profile for UTPWs in this region reflects weak engagement of broadly tuned 

populations. These findings are consistent with the notion of an auditory lexicon that develops through 

experience-driven refinement of neuronal tuning. Importantly, we found no evidence for neural 

populations tuned to individual RWs in the pMTG. Consistent with this anteriorly directed auditory ventral 

stream, we found, albeit weaker, evidence of lexical representations in the IFG. Strengthening this 

anterior account, the aSTG is more functionally coupled with the IFG pars triangularis when listening to 

RWs than UTPWs. Intriguingly, we found that the right aSTG showed tuning to individual RWs but not 

UTPWs raising the possibility of a bilateral auditory lexicon. However, the right aSTG did not show 

stronger connectivity for RWs than UTPWs with any other cortical areas. Surprisingly, we found that the 

bilateral pSTG is tightly tuned to both individual RWs and UTPWs. Finally, the PMC showed tuning to 

individual RWs but did not show a graded adaptation profile for UTPWs. A more complete discussion of 

these results can be found in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3: AUDITORY EXPERIENCE SHARPENS TUNING TO NOVEL WORDS IN THE AUDITORY 

WORD FORM AREA 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we showed that manipulating the auditory word form and lexical status in 

conjunction with fMRI-RA could be used to investigate the brain basis of an auditory lexicon. Our results 

provided evidence that neurons tightly tuned to spoken real words (RWs) exist in the left aSTG. 

Furthermore, the graded adaptation profile in this region to spoken untrained pseudowords (UTPWs) is 

consistent with the idea that novel pseudowords weakly engage neurons broadly tuned to phonologically 

similar real words. These findings support the notion that an auditory lexicon develops through 

experience-dependent refinement of neuronal tuning in the auditory ventral stream and is consistent with 

previous reports for development of visual word (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015; Riesenhuber and Glezer, 

2016) and object (Freedman et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2007; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2002) selectivity in 

the visual ventral stream. Still, the anterior aspect of the temporal lobe is consistently implicated in 

concept processing (Chen et al., 2017; Coutanche and Thompson-Schill, 2015; Damera et al., 2020; 

Malone et al., 2016; Ralph et al., 2017; Roux et al., 2015; Striem-Amit et al., 2018) and it has been 

suggested (Ueno et al., 2011) that there is a steady change from auditory to concept representations 

along the STG. In this context, the tight tuning for RWs in the aSTG may reflect engagement of separate 

concept representations rather than separate auditory word forms. A more direct way to test if lexical 

representations in the aSTG arise due to experience is to test if familiarization with previously novel 

UTPWs produces RW-like selectivity after training. We tested this hypothesis by training subjects to 

recognize novel PWs and comparing adaptation profiles before and after training in order to probe 

selectivity in the left aSTG to RWs, UTPWs, and trained PWs (TPWs). 

Materials and Methods 

The overall procedure and methods are the same as in the previous chapter. The novel manipulation in 

this study is that subjects were trained to recognize the previously UTPWs. Below we discuss the details 

of the training as well as new analysis methods not previously described. 
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Behavioral Training 

Subjects were trained to recognize 150 auditory PWs (TPW, 50 triplets containing a PW, another PW that 

differed by one phoneme, and a third PW that shared no phonemes with the first two PW, all one syllable 

in length, controlled for duration, orthographic and phonologic neighborhood and bigram frequency). 

Following previous work (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015), a 2-back task (Fig. 9A), in which subjects had to 

detect repeats of PW separated by another PW, was used to familiarize subjects with the PWs. Each 

session of the 2-back task consisted of 15 blocks of 75 trails each with self-paced breaks between each 

block. Each trial lasted 1.5s during which subjects must respond if they heard a 2-back repeat. In total, 

each block lasts 112.5s for a total task length of 28.125 min excluding breaks. Following the 2-back task, 

subjects’ familiarity with the words was assessed using a Novel/Familiar task (Fig. 9B). Each session of 

the Novel/Familiar task consisted of 3 blocks of 100 trials with self-paced breaks between each block. 

Each trial lasted 1.5s during which subjects must respond with either the ‘left’ or ‘right’ arrow key to 

indicate a novel or familiar word. In total, each block lasts 150s for a total task length of 7.5 min excluding 

breaks. 6 training sessions of both tasks were performed over the course of ~8 days. To proceed to the 

post-training rapid adaptation (RA) scan, subjects had to achieve at least 80% accuracy on the 

Novel/Familiar task by their 6th session. 

Subjects 

Each of the 22 right-handed healthy native English-speaking subjects (ages 18-34, 12 females) who 

completed Experiments 1 and 2 were invited to participate in this study. Of these, 8 dropped out of the 

study either due to the end of school or COVID, an additional 5 did not meet criteria on the Novel/Familiar 

task at the end of their 6th session. This left us with 9 subjects who successfully completed the training 

and participated in the post-training RA scan using the trained pseudowords (TPW). 2 of these subjects 

showed atypical activation to the 1PH condition (aSTG show no difference for the 1PH -SILENCE 

contrast) and have been removed from subsequent analyses leaving a final n = 7. 

Calculating Lexicality Index along the STG 

Here we computed a Lexicality Index (LI) to summarize the expected adaptation profile for a 

lexical representation. The Lexicality Index equation is:  
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It captures the idea that an area representing lexical items should show a release from 

adaptation for both the 1PH and DIFF conditions relative to the SAME condition, but not relative 

to each other. To determine where the Lexicality Index would be calculated, a functional mask 

along the STG was created using data from an independent auditory localizer (see previous 

chapter). To create this mask, we first defined a Speech contrast as “Real Words + Pseudowords – 

Silence” and an Intelligibility contrast as “Real Words + Pseudowords – Scrambled words”. We then 

applied a voxel-wise threshold of p ≤  0.00001 (two-tailed) to the group-level Speech t-statistic map and 

masked this map by the group-level Intelligibility t-statistic map thresholded at p ≤  0.01 (two-tailed). Then, 

we found the median of the �� in every voxel every millimeter along the STG. These median 

values were then entered into the LI equation above. This was performed in every subject and a 

one-sample t-test against 0 was used to determine which areas along the STG exhibited a 

statistically significant LI. 
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Behavioral Training Paradigm 

 
 

Figure 9: PW familiarization training paradigm. (A) Subjects performed an auditory 2-back training 

paradigm to become familiarized with the words while performing an orthogonal task. Blue outline 

corresponds to a 2-back trial. (B) At the end of each training session, subjects performed a Novel/Familiar 

task on the TPWs from (A) and a set of previously unheard PW foils. Subjects responded on each trial if 

the heard PW was novel or familiar. 

Results 

Evidence for Experience Dependent Refinement of Tuning in the Left aSTG  

Here we tested the hypothesis that neurons in the aSTG become tuned to individual TPW after 

familiarization. Planned paired t-tests revealed an adaptation profile that was consistent with tight neural 

tuning for individual RWs (Fig. 10). Specifically, for RWs (Fig. 10A) there was a significant difference 

between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) 6.58; p = 0.002) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions 

(t(6) = 6.42; p = 0.002), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = 0.158; p = 0.880). For UTPWs (Fig. 

10B) there was a graded release from adaptation consistent with weak engagement of broadly tuned 

neurons. Specifically, there was a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) = 

2.66; p = 0.038) as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) = 5.54; p = 0.004), and a marginally 

significant difference between the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = 3.81; p = 0.018). Crucially, for TPWs 

(Fig. 10C) there was a significant difference between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) 3.81; p = 0.027) 

as well as the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) = 3.72; p = 0.027), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions 

(t(6) = 1.88; p = 0.109). To understand how specificity evolves over the STG we computed the lexicality 
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index for RWs, UTPWs, and TPWs every mm (as marked by the y-coordinate) along the STG. This 

revealed that the aSTG is tightly tuned for both individual RWs and TPWs, but not UTPWs (Fig. 10D). 

Furthermore, given evidence for a bilateral auditory lexicon, we tested the adaptation profile in the right 

aSTG for TPWs. For RWs, planned paired t-tests revealed a significant difference between the 1PH and 

SAME conditions (t(6) 5.66; p = 0.004) and the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) = 3.09; p = 0.043), but 

not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = -0.38; p = 0.715). For UTPWs there was no significant difference 

among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 2.32; p = 0.119), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 

2.84; p = 0.089), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = -0.157; p = 0.880). For TPWs there was a significant 

difference between the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) 3.23; p = 0.036) and the DIFF and 1PH 

conditions (t(6) = 3.57; p = 0.035), but not the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) = -0.19; p = 0.859). This 

suggests that auditory lexical representations more readily emerge in the left, but not right aSTG with 

experience. However, these results must be interpreted with caution given their preliminary nature. 
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Figure 10: Evidence for experience dependent tuning for TPWs in the aSTG. (A-C) Adaptation profile 

for RWs, UTPWs, and TPWs respectively. Semi-transparent lines connect percent signal changes across 

conditions in the same individual. Horizontal lines in the violin plots reflect the median percent signal 

change. Bonferroni-Holm corrected p-values are shown. Green and red colored text mark significant and 

non-significant differences respectively after multiple comparisons correction. (D) Lexicality Index (LI) for 

RWs (dark blue), UTPWs (orange), and TPWs (light blue) along the posterior-to-anterior extent of the 

STG. Asterisks mark co-ordinates where the LI was significantly greater than 0 (p ≤ 0.05 two-tailed, 

uncorrected).  
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Adaptation Profile in Auditory Ventral and Dorsal Stream ROIs for TPWs 

For the left pSTG, planned paired t-tests in the RW group revealed a significant difference between the 

DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) 3.41; p = 0.043), but not the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) = 2.41; p = 

0.105) or the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = 1.45; p = 0.198). For UTPWs there was no significant 

difference among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 2.82; p = 0.092), DIFF and 

SAME (t(6) = 2.51; p = 0.092), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = 1.35; p = 0.227). For TPWs, there was a 

significant between the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) 6.22; p = 0.002) as well as the DIFF and SAME 

conditions (t(6) = 3.76; p = 0.019), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = 0.95; p = 0.381).  

For the right pSTG, planned paired t-tests in the RW group revealed a significant difference between the 

1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) 5.58; p = 0.004) and the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) = 3.47; p = 

0.027), but not the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = -0.01; p = 0.994). For UTPWs, there was a significant 

difference between the DIFF and SAME conditions (t(6) 4.08; p = 0.020), but not the 1PH and SAME 

conditions (t(6) = 1.80; p = 0.246) or the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = 0.47; p = 0.656). For TPWs 

there was no significant difference among any of the pairwise comparisons: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 3.02; 

p = 0.070), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 3.02; p = 0.070), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = 1.39; p = 0.213). 

For the left IFG, planned paired t-tests in the RW group revealed no significant difference between any of 

the conditions (SAME, 1PH, and DIFF) within any of the groups (RW, UTPW, TPW) for the IFG. 

Specifically, for RWs there was no significant difference between: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 0.62; p = 0.561), 

DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 1.04; p = 0.338), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = 1.04; p = 0.339). Similarly, for UTPWs: 

1PH and SAME (t(6) = 1.08; p = 0.933), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 1.11; p = 0.933), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) 

= -0.23; p = 0.933). Finally, for TPWs there was no significant difference between: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 

0.71; p = 0.505), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 0.78; p = 0.468), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = 0.10; p = 0.926).  

For the left PMC, planned paired t-tests in the RW group revealed no significant difference between any 

of the conditions (SAME, 1PH, and DIFF) within any of the groups (RW, UTPW, TPW) for the PMC. 

Specifically, for RWs there was no significant difference between: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 2.88; p = 0.062), 

DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 3.12 p = 0.062), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = -0.53; p = 0.618). Similarly, for 

UTPWs: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 1.08; p = 0.963), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 0.91; p = 0.963), and DIFF and 

1PH (t(6) = -0.58; p = 0.963). Finally, for TPWs there was no significant difference between: 1PH and 
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SAME (t(6) = 1.08; p = 0.644), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 1.79; p = 0.372), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = 0.50; p 

= 0.644).  

For the left SPT, planned paired t-tests in the RW group a significant difference between the DIFF and 

SAME conditions (t(6) 6.24; p = 0.002), but not the 1PH and SAME conditions (t(6) = 1.24; p = 0.524) or 

the DIFF and 1PH conditions (t(6) = 0.71; p = 0.524). There were no pairwise differences among 

conditions within either the UTPW or TPW groups. Specifically, for the UTPWs there were no significant 

differences between: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 1.37; p = 0.663), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 0.37 p = 0.850), 

and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = -0.86; p = 0.850). Similarly, for TPWs: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 1.16; p = 0.870), 

DIFF and SAME (t(6) = 0.39; p = 0.1), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = 0.35; p = 0.1).  

For the left vMC, planned paired t-tests in the RW group revealed no significant difference between any of 

the conditions (SAME, 1PH, and DIFF) within any of the groups (RW, UTPW, TPW) for the vMC. 

Specifically, for RWs there was no significant difference between: 1PH and SAME (t(6) = 0.41; p = 1), 

DIFF and SAME (t(6) = -0.45; p = 1), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = -1.29; p = 0.735). Similarly, for UTPWs: 

1PH and SAME (t(6) = 1.12; p = 0.304), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = -2.33; p = 0.176), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) 

= -0.2.15; p = 0.176). Finally, for TPWs there was no significant difference between: 1PH and SAME (t(6) 

= 0.75; p = 0.700), DIFF and SAME (t(6) = -1.01; p = 0.700), and DIFF and 1PH (t(6) = -2.17; p = 0.220). 

Summary 

Previously we showed evidence of lexical representations in the left aSTG. This finding is consistent with 

the notion of a spoken word recognition lexicon in the auditory ventral stream that develops through 

experience dependent tuning. In this chapter, we directly tested this hypothesis by examining the 

adaptation profile for TPWs that subjects learned to recognize through passive exposure. Consistent with 

this hypothesis, we show an experience-dependent change in selectivity of the left aSTG for newly 

learned PWs after training, indicating that these TPWs were added to an auditory lexicon. In addition, we 

show evidence for an increase in specificity along the STG that is consistent with the notion of a simple-

to-complex hierarchy which runs anteriorly along the STG from primary auditory cortex. However, we did 

not find evidence of lexical representations in the right aSTG challenging our previous results and the 

idea of a bilateral auditory lexicon. In sum, our results suggest that a localized region in the left aSTG acts 

as an “auditory word form area” (AWFA) analogous to the VWFA in the visual ventral stream. 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 

Consistent with theories of experience-dependent plasticity, we provide novel evidence for an auditory 

lexicon in the left aSTG. The auditory ventral stream, like the visual ventral stream, is thought to progress 

along a simple-to-complex processing hierarchy culminating in auditory object representations. Studies in 

the visual system show that neuronal populations in the posterior fusiform are selective for whole visual 

objects and that novel objects engage broadly tuned neural populations. Building on this principle, our lab 

previously showed (Glezer et al., 2009, 2015; Riesenhuber and Glezer, 2016) that neuronal populations 

in the VWFA are tightly tuned to high frequency written RWs and broadly tuned to novel written PWs. 

Similar experience dependent tuning is thought to underlie sound category learning in the auditory cortex 

(Bizley et al., 2016; Tsunada and Cohen, 2014; Tsunada et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2020). The results of the 

current study are consistent with this framework and suggest that distinct neural populations in the left 

aSTG are tightly tuned to high frequency spoken RWs and broadly tuned to spoken UTPWs. Interestingly, 

we found a similar profile in the right aSTG suggesting that these representations are bilateral. This is 

consistent with previous reports that the left and right auditory cortices share similar organizational 

principles (Hamilton et al., 2018; Overath et al., 2015) and a recent large-scale lesion symptom mapping 

study (Rogalsky et al., 2020) which shows that left hemisphere strokes may not have a large impact on 

single spoken word comprehension. Still, preliminary evidence that passive familiarization causes 

neurons in the left but not right aSTG to develop lexical like tuning to previously novel pseudowords 

challenges this view. Future adaptation studies where factors such as speaker rate, intonation, pitch, 

accent, etc. are varied will be required to test the limits of the invariance of these lexical representations 

and if they occur bilaterally. 

Lexical representations in the aSTG as well as the IFG are consistent with predictions made by the two-

stage model of category learning (Ashby and Spiering, 2004; Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2000, 2002). This 

model predicts an initial perceptual learning stage localized to sensory cortices (e.g., aSTG) followed by a 

second task-dependent category learning stage localized to higher-order cortical areas such as the 

anterior temporal lobe (ATL) or ventral prefrontal cortex. Perceptual categories in sensory cortices are 

thought to arise through experience dependent refinement of neuronal tuning where neurons become 

more selective for a stimulus through experience. Previous studies (McKee et al., 2014; Tsunada and 
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Cohen, 2014; Tsunada et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2020) have shown that unlike category selectivity in 

sensory cortex, the strength of categorical representations in the second stage is dependent on task 

demands. Furthermore, a recent study (Yin et al., 2020) in which ferrets were trained to categorize 

auditory stimuli showed that although most neurons in PFC only exhibit categorical selectivity during task 

conditions, a small subset show categorical selectivity even during passive viewing. This may explain the 

strong lexical selectivity in the aSTG but weak lexical selectivity in the IFG for RWs. The lack of category 

selectivity for TPWs may be explained by many factors. First, null results with such a limited sample size 

should be interpreted with caution. Second, sufficient training may not have occurred for lexical 

representations to emerge in the IFG. Third, the IFG, especially the IFG pars triangularis, has been 

implicated in semantic cognition. In this framework, the apparent lexical selectivity for RWs but not 

UTPWs or TPWs may reflect coding of distinct semantic information associated with individual real words 

in the IFG. Finally, the lack of category selectivity for real words may be because the training task does 

not require explicit categorization. Instead, the 2-back training procedure may require silent rehearsal, 

which is typically associated with inner speech in the posterior STG and dorsal stream pathways. Instead, 

the IFG shows more categorical responses when required to recognize noisy speech (Davis and 

Johnsrude, 2003; Khoshkhoo et al., 2018). One advantage of two-stage models is that the same 

perceptual representations can be flexibly recombined into categorical representations in higher level 

circuits. Conversely, perceptual object but not task-relevant representations should remain stable in 

different task contexts (Bugatus et al., 2017). A logical test of this model is to see if spoken word 

representations in the aSTG are stable under different task demands such as when a specific meaning of 

a word must be retrieved instead of another. 

Evidence for an anterior auditory lexicon has important implications for models of cortical speech 

processing (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker and Scott, 2009), which differ on the architecture of 

the auditory ventral recognition stream. Nonhuman primate studies predict that the homologous human 

auditory ventral stream projects anteriorly along the superior temporal gyrus. However, 

neuropsychological studies examining the locus of speech comprehension deficits predict that the 

auditory ventral stream projects posteriorly and inferiorly to the pMTG (Hickok et al., 2000; Turken and 

Dronkers, 2011). Our current results support the existence of an anterior auditory lexicon and thus 
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provide strong evidence for an anterior account of the auditory ventral stream. Furthermore, several 

studies (Clarke 2012,Mion 2010,Ralph 2017,Hodges 2000) in both patient and neurotypical populations 

identify the ATL as a potential hub for concept representations. Thus, an anterior auditory lexicon is 

ideally situated to tap into concept representations in the ATL thereby completing the mapping from 

sound to meaning. This then begs the question: what is the role of the pMTG? The pMTG is typically 

discussed as a lexicosemantic or more recently a lexicosyntactic hub thereby suggesting that lexical 

representations in this region reflect not just auditory but also semantic or syntactic information. Thus, our 

inability to identify lexical representations in this region may reflect the focus of our adaptation paradigm 

on the auditory differences between prime and target words. It may be possible to find evidence for such 

lexical representations using an adaptation paradigm in which subjects are rapidly presented with two 

PWs that are trained to have the exact same meaning or are seen in the same position of identical 

jabberwocky sentences. 

In the current study, we found evidence of neuronal populations in the PMC that are tuned to spoken 

RWs, but not UTPWs. In models of cortical speech processing, the PMC is part of an auditory dorsal 

stream involved in speech production. Prior studies (Chevillet et al., 2013; Skipper et al., 2005; Wilson et 

al., 2004) show that even passively listening to speech engages the dorsal auditory pathway. 

Computationally, the dorsal stream is thought to be involved in an internal modelling process (Kawato, 

1999; Wolpert et al., 1995) that involves a forward and inverse model that is required to learn the 

mapping to and from motor commands and their auditory consequences respectively in order to guide 

speech production. In this context, the automatic engagement of PMC and other dorsal stream areas 

during speech perception may reflect automatic engagement of the inverse model. Given this automatic 

engagement, categorical lexical or sub-lexical (Chevillet et al., 2013) representations in the PMC may be 

learned through similar experience dependent tuning mechanisms as those in the aSTG.  

Models of speech production (Hickok et al., 2011; Rauschecker, 2011) suggest that conceptual 

information engages both auditory and motor codes in the process of producing speech. This is reflected 

in the dual stream model where motor commands in PMC can be engaged through either the anterior 

ventral or posterior dorsal pathways. While the dorsal pathway might learn this mapping through the 

previously discussed inverse model, it is unclear exactly how the ventral pathway might learn to map onto 
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the right motor commands. The ability of speech to simultaneously engage both pathways during speech 

perception raises the intriguing possibility that this direct mapping may be learned using Hebbian learning 

mechanisms whereby temporally coincident input from the ventral and dorsal stream arrive such that the 

appropriate connections from the IFG are strengthened. Our results that the aSTG shows increased 

functional coupling with the IFG pars triangularis and PMC for RWs but not UTPWs is consistent with this 

hypothesis. However, given that categorical representations in the IFG may depend on task demands, it 

is unclear if this mapping occurs automatically through passive speech perception training or if a speech 

production task is required to learn this mapping.  
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